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BANKING & FINANCE U.A.E

Dear readers
We are pleased to
present you this special
issue of UAE Banking
and Finance Magazine
issued by EIBFS within
its continuous efforts to:
strengthen its relations
with the banking and
finance sector in the
state, to serve the
community
and
to
achieve its objectives
directed towards serving this important and viable
sector to play its role in the national economy.
We publish this issue on the occasion of the
inauguration of the 15th National Employment
Fair in the Banking & Finance Sector, organized;
under the patronage of H.H. Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin
Mohammed Al Qassimi, Member of the Supreme
Council, Ruler of Sharjah; by the Human Resource
Development Committee in the Banking and
Finance Sector in coordination with Expo-Sharjah
and a number of other organizations.
The National Employment Fair in the Banking,
Finance and Government Sectors became a
significant feature in the map of fairs organized in the
state in different areas that shed light on scientific,
economic, technological and commercial activities
that strengthen the position of the state and makes
it a distinguished hub on the international map of
science, economics and trade.
The National Employment Fair in the Banking,
Finance and Government Sectors is distinguished

by its focus on national human resources that is agreed upon as representing the most precious
asset in the state, and the best investment. So, based on this conviction, they should be developed
and employed to support the national economy. This concern represents one of the important
areas about which the HRDC in Banking and Finance Sector is very much concerned, in order
to implement the State’s policy of emiratization that finds much understanding and cooperation
from officials in the banking, finance and government sectors.
The National Employment Fair in the Banking, Finance and Government Sectors represents
also the annual gathering that brings together job seekers and employers, and serves the
objectives of all parties. We hope that the year 2013 will be a year of economic growth, a year
in which there will be more employment opportunities for UAE nationals to achieve additional
growth, and an increase in the indicators of emiratization.
The significance of the National Employment Fair in the Banking, Finance and Government
sectors, stems from being considered as an annual event in which the HRDC in the banking
and finance sector presents its Awards to the pioneering banking and financial institutions in the
area of emiratization and to the distinguished CEO’s in the sector for their role in initiating and
implementing innovative initiatives in human resource development and employment, and also
acknowledging the important role for women in the banking and finance sector.
The parallel activities of the 15th National Employment Fair will not be limited to that but extend
to include a human resource workshop. We invite all participants to attend this workshop which
represents the second forum initiated by EIBFS to enrich the Fair, as the institute started to
organize such an event since last year’s 14th National Employment Fair.
I would like to make use of this opportunity to congratulate the banking and financial institutions
and their leaders who won the HRDC awards wishing them more success, hoping that wining those
awards will motivate more effort to achieve the objectives of the HRDC. I would also like to thank all
institutions who participated in this years’ national employment fair for their continuous support.
I would also like to stress that EIBFS is proceeding firmly to support the HRDC’s efforts in
developing national human resources, and adopting best practices to respond to the needs and
aspirations of the banking and finance sector. EIBFS will continue to develop its programs and
upgrade their standards and offering them within easy reach. Lastly, I would also like to announce
that EIBFS has launched a new B.Sc Program in Banking & Finance which is accredited by
the Ministry of Higher Education& Reaches in addition to the functioning of Dubai Branch, to
provide more development opportunities.
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EIBFS NEWS

Jamal Al Jassmi Presents a gift to the Manager of the Institute Specialized in Islamic Studies
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EIBFS NEWS

The General Manager of EIBFS visits a number
of banking institutions in Malaysia

Mr. Jamal Al Jassmi visits aimed at strengthening

The visit included a number of banking and educational

Malaysia specialized in training and education in Islamic

Banking, The specialized institute of Islamic banking

field of Islamic banking.

studies (IBMIF), and the institute of trainees development

the cooperation between the EIBFS and institutes of

institutions in KualaLampur : the Malaysian institute of

banking, where Malaysia is a developed country in the

(INCEIF), the Institute of banking and financial Islamic
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Mr. Jamal and the Manager of the Malysian Banking Institute

(SMR) and the Institute of Banking in Hong Kong.

Mr. Jamal announced that EIBFS is moving in the direction

EIBFS aimed to increase its resvoir of
strategic Partners, with whom EIBFS is organizing

are highly demanded for progress along the career

professional certificates, such as ifs, the institute of
chartered accountants in England and Wales.
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of increasing of professional certificates offered, as they

ladder in banking & Finance jobs. Islamic professional
certificates & training will enhance the standing of Dubai
as a center for Islamic Banking.

EIBFS NEWS

EIBFS uncovers the details of the
annual training plan 2014 which
includes (490) programs
plan for the year 2014
, and ( 141 ) programs

will be offered in Sharjah

branch that represents (29
% ) and ( 141 ) program

that represents (29%) in

the Abu Dhabi branch. And
the remainder represents

the percentage of (7%)
will be offered in each of
Fujairah, Al Ain and Ras Al
Khaimah.

The (2014) Annual Training
The Emirates Institute for Banking and Financial Studies

plan will also avail the
opportunity of e-learning

(EIBFS), the sole provider of specialized knowledge and

for about (3600) of Banking employees representing

financial sector, has announced the details of its ‘Annual

Banking sector. Those will be offered through (65)

enhanced learning experiences for the UAE banking and
Training Plan’ for 2014, during a press conference held
at the EIBFS campus in Sharjah.

The ‘Annual Training Plan’ includes the addition of 10

new program offerings to the institute’s (490) offered

about (10%) of the total number of employees in the
programs.

It expected that about (13585) male and females
participants will benefit from this plan.

courses, which have been designed to comply with

Mr. Al Jassmi, GM of EIBFS Stated that, the plan aims

while also targeting newly graduated UAE Nationals.

couppefeucies in all level.

training requirements presented by UAE-based banks

at important the performance these enhancing their

These programs covers all areas in banking and

The plan covers vanloads bank activities, and includes

Dubai branch that represents (35%) of the total training

Leadership development programs.

finance as follows: ( 171 ) programs will be presented in

workshop,

seminars,

professional

certificate

and
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Table showing the areas
& Number of Proposed Programs
For the 2014 Annual Training Plan
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EIBFS NEWS

EIBFS participates in second Arab Network for
Bank Training institutes Forum of the in Cairo

Emirates Institute for Banking and Financial Studies

Arab Banking Training Network in order to exchange

Participated in the second forum of the Arab Network for

institutes in the banking and financial training process.

presented by Mr. Saleh Omer, Abu Dhabi Branch Manager
bank training institutes, which took place during the penned

experiences and permanent coordination between Arab

December 10 to 11, 2013 in Cairo.

The Next meeting of the Arab Network for Bank Training

The first session was opened with a welcome address by Dr /

the Treasurer of the network. The meeting will be held in

Mona ElBaradei, executive director of the Institute Egyptian of

banking, which addressed the strategic objectives of this meeting,
aiming to activate the Arab integration in the field of training and

consulting for the banking industry, and the exchange of successful

institutes will be hosted by UAE. EIBFS was elected as

November or December 2014 Mr. Jamal Al Jassmi thanked

the members of the Arab Network for their confidence in the
Institute, and welcomed its third meeting in UAE .

experiences in the Arab banking sector and strengthen the bonds

EIBFS is one of the Founding members of this net work, and

community and media activities.

EIBFS is a member in the GCC network of Banking colleges

of technical and administrative cooperation through training and

Mr. Jamal Ahmed Al Jassmi General Manager of EIBFS,
stressed the

important

aspects of

establishing an

has strong Links with regional, and international networks.

& Institutes, and others. Such networks and connections
are very important in the present time due to the important
role they play in strengthening relations.
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Under the Patronage of H.H Ruler of Sharjah
The Graduation of (182) Students at the
Institutes Main Branch in Sharjah
Under the patronage of H.H Sheikh Dr. Sultan Bin Mohammed Al Qasimi,
Member of the Supreme Council for the union, Ruler of the Sharjah, and the
Presence of H.H Sheikh Sultan Bin Mohammed Al Qasimi, Crown prince, deputy
ruler, EIBFS celebrated the gradation of (182) Student, both males and females
from the Diploma programs for the year 2010/2011 wed moving the 8th of Jan.
2014 the graduates represent a new addition to the Banking & Finance labor
market Mr. Jamal Ahamed Al Jassmi, General Manager of EIBFS consented
the Kind patronage of H.H Ruler of Sharjah, and Support giver by H. Higher to
the programs and activates of the institute, his encouragement to leaning and
educational intuitions in UAE also his interest in graduating unrreutuly students,
and other collage in Sharjah stemming from his behalf that developing humans
and investing in them is the real asset of the country.
Mr. Al Jassmi added that the patronage of H.H. the ruler

Mr. Jamal also announced that the Islamic Banking

us that motivates us to exert more effort on creative

institute has been relicensed for more five years by the

of constructive work.

At the present time all programs are accredited and

Special Congratulations for the Selection
of Sharjah as the Capital of Islamic Culture
for the year 2014.

the institute.

of Sharjah for the graduation ceremony is an honor to

Diploma was reaccredited this year and also the

achievement guided by his thought in various aspects

ministry of higher education and scientific research.

there are about 500 students continuing their study at

The Inauguration of Dubai Branch very soon

Special congratulation was offered to H.H. Sheikh Dr.

The EIBFS Dubai Branch in Dubai Academic City will

the occasion of the selection of Sharjah city, as the

the institute’s branch is working towards implementing

really deserves this selection due to its historical and

year 2014.

Sultan bin Mohammed al Qassmi, ruler of Sharjah on

be officially inaugurated this year 2014. At the present,

Capital of Islamic Culture for the year 2014. Sharjah

about 35% of the annual training programs for the

cultural position.

Reaccreditation of the Islamic Banking
Diploma and Relicensure of the Institute.
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A New Strategy for the Years 2014-2016
Al Jassmi also announced that EIBFS has prepared a
new strategy for the years 2014-2016, this strategy will

EIBFS NEWS

pave the way for future development in the institute.

490 programs in the 2014 annual training plan
The 2014 Annual Training Plan included 490

employees, 34871 of them were UAE nationals,
through 4515 programs.

Another Graduation Ceremony in Abu Dhabi Branch

programs covering all areas in the banking business.

Under the patronage and presence of H.H. Sheikh

from it. It is also worth noting that EIBFS have trained

Minister of Presidential Affairs, EIBFS will organize a

About 13585 participants are expected to benefit

since its establishment about 89447 male and female

Mansour bin Zayed Al Nahyan, Deputy Prime Minister,
graduation ceremony that will be announced later.
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UAE Banking and Finance Magazine
conducted an interview with
Hussain Al Qemzi
Group CEO Noor Investment Group and
CEO Noor Bank

He has answered with thanks all questions
he was asked, referring to the objectives
and achievements of the establishment,
Emiratization & Human Resources
Development; as follows

Hussain Al Qemzi

Our people are our greatest asset and our band

ambassadors. We are keen to recruit local talent and

1-Please tell us about the
Key Plans and Strategies of your
organization regarding Emiratisation and
Human Resources Development. And what
do you propose to do in the future?

develop a robust talent pipeline especially in specialist
areas.

Our Emiratisation Strategy encompasses the following:
l

Recruit UAE Nationals in the core banking functions
Maintain an Emiratisation ratio above 40%

l  

Attracting talented UAE Nationals through Absher,

Our strategic vision is for Noor Bank to be recognized

l

centric organization and create an environment that

l  

as an employer of choice. We aim to facilitate a valueattracts, motivates, develops and retains UAE National talent.
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Tanmia, Universities and social media channels
Gallup Leadership Training for Senior UAE

Nationals (1st Bank in the region using strength

Interviews

are tagged to higher percentile of the
market (Hay Report)
l  

All UAE Nationals levels receive

children’s education allowance. Noor

Bank is the only bank to offer this option
in UAE.
l  

Specific UAE National programs for

fresh graduates
l  

Participation in major Career Fairs/

open days at university Campuses
l  

Open door policy for UAE Nationals

wishing to meet UAE Nationals
l  

Priority for UAE Nationals for internal

vacancies

We are working on the following future
strategy and action plans:
Introduce Mentoring Program for UAE

l  

Nationals
l  

Retain and develop UAE Nationals

through conducting Behavior & Profile

Analysis to plan and implement Career
Development Plans

Allocate Emiratisation % to all Business

l  

based leadership)

Emiratisation target achievement is part of the CEO

l  

Designated positions locked for only UAE Nationals

l  

l  

and management committee mandatory job objectives
l  

only
l  

Attrition of UAE Nationals to be replaced with UAE

Nationals
l

functions for future hiring

Enhance the Management Associate Program for elite

fresh graduates in specialized areas

Emiratise all Branch Manager positions

l  

Continue to bench mark UAE Nationals benefits to

market practices

UAE National focus Groups to engage and solicit

2-Does your organization have any plans
to recruit UAE Nationals?

CEO meetings with all new UAE National staff

We are committed to Emiratisation. Our priority is to

during a year

career with us and develop them to be the future leaders

feedback from employees
l  

Minimum of one training program for UAE Nationals

l  

Education Assistance Program for UAE Nationals

l   
l  

UAE Nationals salary reviews/benefits/allowances

invest in young fresh graduates who can grow their
of the Islamic banking industry. We aim to create the
Islamic Banking Specialist of tomorrow.
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We have implemented a number of different programs

with valuable learning opportunities during the summer

vacation. Students will be able to align professional

with this in mind.

Management Associate Program
The program is intended to attract high potential UAE

National fresh graduates interested in pursuing career

opportunities in Islamic Banking and develop them to

learning with academic concepts. Summer interns are

paid an allowance for the period of their attachment to
the Bank.

growth opportunities and insights into leadership

3- What are the obstacles that face
some banking and finance organizations
in Emiratisation? And make it difficult
for them to achieve the goals of
Emiratisatoin?

we will provide you with the opportunity to attend

There are a number of obstacles including:

excel in specialized functional roles within the Bank. We

are offering extensive on-the-job training experience to
the participants through specific tailored learning and

development road maps. We bring youNational personal
from highly experienced mentors.

Where required,

external courses and/or complete specific professional
certification through our Education Assistance Program

l
l

l

The program provides talented and highly performing

l

while continuing their education.

Scholars receive a

l

of their studies are considered for employment with

l

aim of recruiting the best talent, we offer scholarships

l

UAE Nationals attrition because of competitive

banks approaching with higher packages

students with the opportunity to learn Islamic Banking

UAE Nationals talent is raw and needs to be

developed in universities

monthly allowance and upon successful completion

UAE is over banked with more than 57 banks in the
region/high competition

Noor Islamic Bank, depending on suitability. With the

For local banks, it is challenging to compete with

international banks due to their ability to offer

to final year students and provide them with internship

international exposure

opportunities to assess their performance.

l

the opportunity to explore the fundamentals of Islamic

Loosing UAE Nationals to government and federal

entities due to better benefits/working hours

Scholarship Program

The program provides UAE National students with

Limited UAE Nationals wanting to join the banking

industry

for UAE Nationals.

Internship Program

The mandatory 4% annual increase in Emiratisation

For newly established banks, it is difficult to attract

UAE Nationals as they do not have brand presence
in the market

banking concepts and practices, and acquire insight
into Noor Islamic Bank’s best practices. The learning

4-How do you explain the success of your
organization in Emiratisation?

and development plan of the intern will be aligned to the
university’s course objectives.

Our success is due to the direct involvement of the
CEO and senior managers who review the updates and

Summer Job Program
The program is intended to offer UAE National students
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action plans of Emiratisation on quarterly basis at the
Human Resources Committee. We establish all means
of communication and engagements initiatives with UAE

Interviews

Nationals using face to face meetings, HR portal and

Yammar application. Our Engagement score for UAE
Nationals has been established at 2.91 score compared
to the industry average 3.3. Our Current HR structure
contains of Employer Relations and Emiratisation

See 3.

9-How do you view the Emiratisation process
in the banking and financial sector? How do
you evaluate your company’s achievement
in this connection over the last period?

Managers that are all Nationals.

Emiratisation is governed by different authorities such

5-What is required from UAE Nationals to
achieve success in the banking sector?

We maintain close relationships with all the authorities

UAE Nationals need to be self-learners and eager to
build their learning curve. They need to act upon things
and learn core banking operations from the basis.

6-How do you deal with the movement and
resignation in your organization?

as the Central Bank of the UAE, Tanmia and EIBFS.
and ensure that our approach is aligned to the strategic
intent of the government bodies. We also respond to all

new regulations and ensure they are embedded within
our strategies e.g. Absher.

Emiratisation Manager and in the case of senior UAE Nationals

10-In your opinion what are the most
serious challenges and /or obstacles facing
Emiratisation process in the banking &
financial sector at the present time?

are discussed at the Human Resource Committee

banks. The fundamental issue is that there are just not

All departures of UAE Nationals are managed by our
by Deputy CEO Office. The actions resulting from resignations

7-What are the best strategies for
increasing the percentage of Emiratisation
and enhancing the capabilities of UAE
Nationals in your view?
The best strategy to attract UAE Nationals is to create

a career development plan for them to work in the core
banking functions. All fresh graduates joining the banking

sector must go through comprehensive introductory
program to practical backing sector and there should be

Losing UAE Nationals to the government and other

enough experienced and trained UAE Nationals to meet

the manpower requirements of the banking industry.
This is resulting in fierce competition among the banks
to hire UAE Nationals leading to spiralling salary levels
and high attrition.

11-How do you evaluate the role played
by the official agencies and committees
specialised in supporting Emiratisation in
the country in general?

sharing of best practices by other Banks.

They have a huge role to play in driving Emiratisation

8-Please tell us about the key plans and
strategies of your organization regarding
Emiratisation
and
human
resource
development that your company is going
to adopt over the coming period? Are
those plans affected by the international
situation?

and programs to help the Banks.

within the banking sector and offering different solutions

12-Statistics indicate that the majority of
UAE Nationals are working in the low level
management positions. To what extent is
this applicable to your organization? Do you
have any plans or programs for employing
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their careers. We continue to
be keen to hire UAE Nationals
who have the right skills sets to
fit into our organization.

14-How do you assess
the role and contribution
of women in general and
UAE National women in
particular in the banking
and financial sector?
Our proportion of male and
female UAE Nationals favours
women by over 60%. Women
have

participated

in

the

workforce in the last decade

UAE Nationals in high-level management
positions if this is the case, what are the
needed requirements?

and proved to be as good value

addition to the banking sector as the male.

Nationals. In this respect, we have implemented

15-Based on your experience, knowledge,
what are the most suitable strategies for
improving Emiratisation and enhancing
the capabilities of National cadres in the
bnaking and finance sector?

Associate program aimed at fresh university graduates

Nationals entering the banking sector should attend.

We recognize that the only feasible and sustainable
approach is to build our raw talent pipeline by
implementing

programs

targeting

young

UAE

initiatives such as the fresh graduate Management

We should have comprehensive training that all UAE

and offering scholarships to undergraduates who

There is a knowledge and experience gap which needs

in turn, feed into our pipeline for our Management
Associate program. Due to the gap in the market and

we need to encourage and develop UAE Nationals to
aspire to such highly specialized positions.

13-Do you have any plans to recruit UAE
Nationals in higher positions? If so what
are the requirements?
Now that we are growing, we are looking to develop our

mid manager level UAE Nationals talent pool and equip
them with the skills they need to reach the next level in
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to be filled so they are ready for the industry.

16-Are there any other additions regarding
Emiratisation polices in banking and
financial sector in general and organization
in particular?
Compared to other industries, the banking and financial

sector is subject to a steady increase in the Emiratisation

% on yearly basis. The increase is 4% and imposed
on banks only. This has created pressure within the
banking sector and a battle for talent.

Interviews

UAE Banking and Finance Magazine
conducted an interview with
Mr. Paul Trowbridge
Chief Executive Officer – United Arab Bank

He has answered with thanks all
questions he was asked, referring to
the objectives and achievements of the
establishment, Emiratization & Human
Resources Development; as follows :

Mr. Paul Trowbridge

the last few years. We have also maintained our core

strategy of ensuring that our branches are all led by UAE

Nationals with 100% Emiratisation of Branch Manager

1-Please tell us about the
Key plans and strategies of your
organization regarding Emiratisation and
Human Resources development. And what
do you propose to do the future?

position inspite of growing from 9 to 27 branches
within the last 5 years. Our key focus over the coming

years is to continue developing our own UAB Emirati
bankers and ensuring more participation at mid to senior
management levels.

We remain focused on providing opportunities for UAE
Nationals at UAB which is evidenced by the continued

2-Does your organization have any plans to
recruit UAE Nationals?

year on year increase in our Emiratisation percentage

despite the significant increase in our headcount over

Yes, recruitment of UAE Nationals at all levels is a key
focus of the UAB Talent Management strategy. All our
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branches and offices have a sizeable number of UAE
nationals at all levels.

3-what are the obstacles that face some
banking and finance organizations in
Emiratisation? And make it difficult for them
to achieve the goals of Emiratisation?
While we would not be in a position to speak for other

4- How do you explain the success of your
organization in Emiratisation?
We believe that having UAE Nationals as a significant part

of the UAB workforce helps to reinforce our values as a UAE

Bank and strengthen our stakeholder value proposition.
We therefore focus on recruiting, developing and providing
opportunities for UAE Nationals at UAB to support this.

banks, it is clear that the limited pool of qualified UAE
Nationals in a robust economy such as ours poses a

5- What is required from UAE nationals to
achieve success in the banking Sector?

challenge. UAE Nationals have a lot of options when
choosing a career and it is up to the Banking industry

Professional education and inclination to work in the

to show these talented individuals how rewarding and

banking & financial sector backed by commitment and

hard work are basic requirements for anyone to achieve

fulfilling a career in the Banking industry can be.
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success in the sector.

Interviews

6-How do you deal with the movement and
resignation in your organization?
We train, empower, mentor and reward our employees

few years and do not expect any change in focus due
external influences.

the morale of our staff.

9-How do you view the Emiratisation
process in the banking and financial
Sector? How do you evaluate your
company’s achievement in this connection
over the last period?

There is a two way communication between the top

Emiratisaton with significant improvements across

satisfaction at UAB. We are happy to say that we have

how to improve this further at very senior levels. In

evidence of our success in retention of our good UAE

UAE Central Bank in this regard to further strengthen

to retain the best talent within the organization. UAB HR

department has taken a number of initiatives to retain
and train our staff at all levels. We organise Employee
Recognition & Award events from time to time to boost

The banking sector continues to play a big role in

management and staff to achieve ultimate employee

the sector in recent times and more discussions on

one of the lowest attrition rates in the industry which is

addition there continues to be strong guidance by the

National talent.

the process.

7- What are the best strategies for
increasing the percentage of Emiratisation
and enhancing the capabilities of UAE
nationals in your view?

At UAB, I am quite pleased with the way we have

What UAB has done in the area of Emiratisation is a

develop our Emirati colleagues. We have also made a

for educating (sponsoring students and employees)

management positions particularly ensuring all branch

nationals to become future leaders.

significant contribution to UAB’s overall growth and success

8-Please tell us about the key plans and
strategies of your organization regarding
Emiratisation and human resource
development that your company is going
to adopt over the coming period? Are
those plans affected by the international
situation?

10-In your opinion what are the most
serious challenges and/ or obstacles
facing Emiratisation process in the
banking & financial sector at the
present time?

As mentioned earlier, our key focus over the coming

again, I am quite optimistic about the growth of Emiratisation

bankers and ensuring more participation at mid to

to get the experienced Emirati staff with required skill set

our business strategy with proven success over the past

limited availability of the UAE nationals.

grown our Emiratisation levels from 34 % in 2008

to 44% in 2013. With our Al Tamayouz program,

we have developed a very strong tool to recruit and

model others can emulate. We have a complete process

strong commitment to having UAE Nationals in senior

recruiting, training, empowering and rewarding UAE

manager positions are held by Emiratis. This has made a
over the past few years.

With the economic environment on the growth trajectory

years is to continue developing our own UAB Emirati

in the sector. Going forward, it may become a challenge

senior management levels. We see this is as core to

in terms of growing demand expected in the sector with
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11-How do you evaluate the role played
by the official agencies and committees
specialized in supporting Emiratisation in
the country in general?

We keep looking for opportunities to fill as many positions
as possible at various levels, including senior levels.

Emirates Institute for Banking & Financial Studies in

14-How do you assess the role and
contribution of women in general and UAE
national women in particular in the banking
and financial sector?

We have received a lot of support and guidance from

United Arab Bank became the first bank in the UAE

Emiratisation levels continuously.

We also have Ms Yusra Baqi as Head of branches &

12-Statistics indicate that the majority of
UAE nationals are working in the low level
management positions. To what extend
is this applicable to your organization?
do you have any plans or programs for
employing UAE nationals in high- level
management positions if this is the case,
what are the needed requirements?

contributions to UAB’s growth. I am quite convinced and

I must acknowledge the constructive role played by the

Dept. of Human Resources, Govt. of Sharjah and The
supporting the Emiratisation efforts of the organizations.

With the induction of Ms. Najla Al Midfa to our board,

all the agencies further motivating us to grow our

to have a female UAE National director on its board.
Islamic Baking. They have made significant & valuable

supportive of the contribution made by the women to
UAE’s overall growth in a short span of time.

At least, this statement does not apply to UAB. All our

15-Based on your experience, knowledge,
what are the most suitable strategies for
improving Emiratisation and enhancing
the capabilities of national cadres in the
banking and finance sector?

network growing from 20 in 2012 to 27 branches in 2013.

a systematic & objective programme for Emiratisation.

of the UAE Nationals at strategic senior positions are:

very effective at UAB. I feel a clear focus and sincere

branch managers are UAE Nationals, even with the

Like our Al Tamayouz programme, it really helps to have

We have Emiratis at strategic and senior positions. Some

Tie up with the Universities and with EIBFS has been

Sheikh Mohamed Al Nuaimi, Executive Vice President.

efforts can get the best results

Corporate Banking, Sharjah and Northern Emirates.

Vice President, Head of Liabilities.

16-Are there any other additions regarding
Emiratisation policies in banking and
financial sector in general and organization
in particular?

We keep looking for opportunities to fill as many positions

by various Govt. authorities. We will continue to comply

Mr. Humaid Al Attar, Senior Vice President, Head of
Ms. Yusra Baqi, Senior Vice President, Head of

Branches and Islamic Banking.Mr. Faisal Al Najjar, Senior
Mr. Salem Fahid, Senior Manager, Head of Procurement

UAB has always complied with Emiratisation policies set

at different levels as possible.

with these policies and grow our Emiratisation levels by

13- Do you have any plans to recruit UAE
Nationals in higher positions? If so what
are the requirements?

with the Human Resources Development Committee,
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enhancing our existing programs in close association

and Emirates Institute for Banking & Financial studies
while looking for opportunities to launch new initiatives.

Interviews

UAE Banking and Finance Magazine
conducted an interview with
Mr. Abdulrahman Sami Saqr
Senior Vice President – Emiratisation
Human Resources First Gulf Bank

He has answered with thanks all questions
he was asked, referring to the objectives
and achievements of the establishment,
Emiratization & Human Resources
Development; as follows

Abdulrahman Sami Saqr

The focus of our Emiratisation strategy in 2014 is to
continue to attract, develop and retain UAE Nationals

with a wide range of different skill sets and abilities, to

1-Please tell us about the
key plans and strategies of your
organisation regarding Emiratisation
and Human Resources development. And
what do you propose to do in the future?

help develop and grow a talented generation of Emirati
professionals.

2-Does your organisation have any plans to
recruit UAE Nationals?

Emiratisation plays a vital role in the development of UAE

We are very keen to nurture UAE National talent and

day-to-day business. Our strategy is based on a strong

development strategy. We are regularly launching new

the success of our business and its future development.

skills of Emiratis from all walks of life and attract them

society as a whole, and it is an integral part of FGB’s

recruiting Emiratis is an important part of our ongoing

belief that our employees are the driving force behind

initiatives and development programmes to enhance the
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to a career in the banking sector. We also work hard to
identify and offer appropriate roles for UAE Nationals,
which match their skills and career aspirations.

3-what are the obstacles that face some
banking and finance organizations in
Emiratisation? And make it difficult for them
to achieve the goals of Emiratisation?
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The major obstacle we face is that many young graduates

lack awareness of how promising the banking sector is in
terms of the career opportunities on offer and the chance
to develop a broad range of skills within a dynamic work
environment. This lack of awareness is causing a high

percentage of the graduates and professionals in the
market to opt for a career in other industries, such as the
public sector. Additionally, the high level of competition

Interviews

for a small pool of candidates is leading to a situation

skills and passion, in order to avoid any deviation from

resulting in very high expectations amongst employees

Finally, choosing the right employer is key to a long and

where the demand far outweighs the supply. This is

and therefore low retention rates and high attrition as
candidates move between sectors.

their plans and have a clear career path ahead of them.
successful career. The best employers should be willing
to invest in their staff and nurture their capabilities.

There is also a lack of commitment from some businesses

to support Emiratisation, which could potentially threaten

6-How do you deal with the movement and
resignation in your organization?

the credibility of the initiative.

We believe that it’s very important for every business

We take a proactive approach to increasing staff
retention and reducing attrition.

operating within the UAE to promote the scheme and

encourage the growth and development of the next
generation of Emirati professionals.

4- How do you explain the success of your
organization in Emiratisation?
Our first success factor in terms of Emiratisation is

This includes placing candidates in the right jobs to
maximise the benefit to both parties. We also endeavour

to create a positive work environment at FGB, along
with a successful and sustainable business relationship
between each employee and their line manager.

being genuine about it, which immediately affects

We go to great lengths to retain our staff, but on rare

rounded approach to the initiative which tackles

have a thorough discussion with them before accepting

the scheme’s sustainability. Secondly, having a wellEmiratisation from every angle plays a vital role in our
success, taking recruitment, development, retention,
internal and external relations with governing bodies,
universities and media channels into consideration.
This demonstrates our strong belief in the initiative,

highlighting the important part it plays in developing
the UAE society and nurturing young Emirati talent.

5- What is required from UAE nationals to
achieve success in the banking sector?

occasions when an employee chooses to leave us, we
the resignation letter to identify the reasoning behind
their departure from the organisation. We can therefore

make any necessary improvements to ensure that we
meet the needs of our staff and retain them.

In instances where we have failed to retain an employee
due to personal or financial reasons, we do our very best
to facilitate a smooth transfer to the new organisation.

their education towards the skills and qualifications they

7- What are the best strategies for
increasing the percentage of Emiratisation
and enhancing the capabilities of UAE
nationals in your view?

Additionally, as the banking sector is very broad in

can be filled with the right National expertise and on

Their success begins by identifying the banking sector
as an area of interest at an early stage, and directing

will need to enjoy a rewarding career in the industry.

The best strategies rely on identifying the roles that

terms of the career opportunities it offers, they should

providing the necessary support and development for

choose a particular field of the industry which they
would like to specialise in and one that best suits their

each individual to succeed in their position. We also

realise the importance and value of providing training
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and development opportunities to all staff members,

plans, and we consistently work hard to attract, develop

capabilities are under continuous improvement.

talented and dedicated team of loyal employees.

which is an ongoing process at FGB, to ensure that staff

and retain UAE Nationals, successfully building a

8-Please tell us about the key plans and
strategies of your organization regarding
Emiratisation
and
human
resource
development that your company is going to
adopt over the coming period? Are those
plans affected by the international situation?

10-In your opinion what are the most
serious challenges and/ or obstacles facing
Emiratisation process in the banking &
financial sector at the present time?

The banking and finance sector offers a wealth of career

this mindset and salaries for positions in the banking

opportunities and we aim to become the employer of
choice for UAE Nationals.

We are determined to keep investing in our Emiratisation

strategy, developing the professional skills of UAE

Many UAE Nationals are still driven by remuneration

when it comes to choosing a career. We need to change
sector need to become more in line with those available

for public sector roles. This will enable the financial sector
to be more competitive and attract a larger number of
professionals and graduates to a career in the industry.

We wholeheartedly back the government’s Emiratisation

11-How do you evaluate the role played
by the official agencies and committees
specialised in supporting Emiratisation in
the country in general?

feel it’s important to actively support these efforts. We

scientific approach to identifying the right methods to

Nationals and launching new programmes to meet the
needs of existing employees and attract fresh talent.

scheme and as one of the UAE’s leading banks, we

In recent years, organisations have been taking a more

have some incredibly talented Emirati staff members at

target UAE youth and understand how to meet their needs,

FGB and we’re committed to supporting them in their
aspirations and goals and providing the guidance they
need to forge a successful career in the banking sector.

9-How do you view the Emiratisation process
in the banking and financial sector? How do
you evaluate your company’s achievement
in this connection over the last period?
To date, the Emiratisation initiative has progressed well
within the banking and financial sector. For the initiative
to continue to be a success, it needs to undergo ongoing

enhancement and development to ensure that the aims
of the scheme can be consistently met in the future.

The key to the success of our Emiratisation strategy is
that it is perfectly aligned with our business development
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undertaking in depth studies and analysis. There has also
been an apparent shift within the banking sector to create

specific strategies to attract UAE Nationals, which aim to
develop their skills. Additionally, continuous reviews of

legislations and laws are resulting in a strong foundation for
the Emiratisation initiative to be effectively implemented.

12-Statistics indicate that the majority of
UAE nationals are working in the low level
management positions. To what extend is
this applicable to your organization? do you
have any plans or programs for employing
UAE nationals in high- level management
positions if this is the case, what are the
needed requirements?

Interviews

At FGB, we have succeeded in producing a balanced

structure across the business, spanning from junior to

senior management with clear progression pathways in
place between all levels.

Historically, Nationals have been attracted to traditional

roles, and we have launched several development
programmes to ensure that our employees are

continuously improving their skills and expertise,
leading to a more specialist generation of banking
professionals.

We have specific programmes designed to attract

fresh graduates and to retain existing talent. We have

created an 18 month programme that caters to talented
fresh graduates called the “Nujoom” scheme, which is
designed to train and qualify them to take on managerial

positions. We have also launched the “Al Manara”

scheme, a mentoring programme which aids in the
development of existing employees.

We understand the importance of consistently meeting
the needs of our staff and we also provide one-on-one

sessions conducted by a professional coach to guide

our employees in any difficulties or problems they are
experiencing, ensuring that we are creating a healthy
and positive working environment.

13- Do you have any plans to recruit UAE
Nationals in higher positions? If so what
are the requirements?
We are recruiting UAE Nationals for a wide range

of positions at different levels, based on their
qualifications and experience. Through our development
programmes, we have already produced a generation

of future managers with a clear career path within the
organisation. We have also already placed Nationals in

14-How do you assess the role and
contribution of women in general and UAE
national women in particular in the banking
and financial sector?
The profile of UAE National women in the banking and
finance sector has grown in recent years, which is clearly

demonstrated within our business where almost 70% of
our UAE National employees are females.

15-Based on your experience, knowledge,
what are the most suitable strategies for
improving Emiratisation and enhancing
the capabilities of national cadres in the
banking and finance sector?
Moving away from the traditional roles is necessary.
Opening up professional, more specialist positions

is important in terms of enhancing the capabilities of
UAE Nationals.

At FGB, we have implemented a well-developed and

successful Emiratisation programme, designed to

maximise training and development opportunities for our
Emirati employees. Prior to devising our programme,

we invested time in educating ourselves about the
UAE culture and traditions, in order to plan our present

and future strategy accordingly and to understand the
community we work within.

16-Are there any other additions regarding
Emiratisation policies in banking and
financial sector in general and organization
in particular?
It is crucial that Emiratisation remains a top priority for
all businesses operating within the UAE in order for

the initiative to prosper and continue to cultivate the
capabilities of young Emiratis.

senior leadership roles at the bank.
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UAE Banking and Finance Magazine
conducted an interview with
Mrs. Eman Al Jassim, Head of Human
Resources Group at Sharjah Islamic Bank

She has answered with thanks all questions
she was asked, referring to the objectives
and achievements of the establishment,
Emiratization & Human Resources
Development; as follows

Sharjah Islamic Bank is one of
the leading financial institutions
that has made a breakthrough in the
last few years and become one of the top
banks in the UAE and region. One area of
excellence and significant accomplishments
in the bank is the Emiratisation strategy
as well as provision of training and career
development opportunities to employees.
To highlight this topic and find out more
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Eman Al Jassim

details, facts and figures, we interview Ms
Eman Al Jassim, Head of Human Resources
Group at Sharjah Islamic Bank.
1- Could you please tell us about the plans
and strategies your bank adopts in terms
of Emiratisation and human resource
development?
Our vision focuses on implementing the strategies

and plans, set since 2003, for the development of
national human resources. A clear and comprehensive

Emiratisation strategy was developed with focus on
attracting skilled national talents, providing them with

Interviews

training and career development opportunities and
retaining them through incentives and rewards.

2- To what do you attribute your success in
Emiratisation?
It can be partially attributed to our outstanding
performance

in

terms

of

human

resources

development. We implemented the Emiratisation
policy under the slogan “Our Nationalism Leads Us”.

We have a proven track record in investing national

talents, which is one of our strengths. We are among
the leading banks in the UAE in terms of excellent

banking services and customer services. This

leadership was possible thanks to the efforts and
professionalism of our national employees.

3- What are the procedures adopted by the
bank to enhance Emiratisation strategies?
Emiratisation strategies are part of the core corporate plans

and objectives that mirror the bank’s excellent reputation
and credibility in the banking sector. The bank focuses on

three main strategies – attract, engage and retain. There are

several effective initiatives under each strategy such as the
bank’s participation in all the Emiratisation exhibitions in the
UAE and allocation of vacant jobs to exceptional national

talents. In support of Emiratisation policy, SIB has signed a

series of agreements and MoUs with several parties such as
Tanmia, Absher and the Directorate of Human Resources,
which gave immediate job opportunities to more than 90

Emirati employees. In addition, SIB organized the 2nd
Vision To Reality Conference in support of the Emiratisation

initiatives launched by our leaders. We furthermore have a
number of strategies in place that we seek to implement
this year to support our steps in this vital area.

4- Do you have programs and initiatives in
place for development of national human
resources at the bank?

Sharjah Islamic Bank is keen to develop national human
resources. As part of our Retain Strategy, we have

adopted programs for preparing leaders from national
human resources. The list of programs includes Masar

and Kuwader, which prepare best performing employees
to fill leadership positions at the bank. As part of Attract

Strategy, we have Ruwad program through which we
appoint new talents selected from national graduates
and

provide

intensive

training

and

development

programs to them to be able to fill leadership positions.
The program runs over 2-3 years. In 2014, we have 16
graduates from this program who will be a great support

to the national leadership skills at Sharjah Islamic Bank.
The bank also offers several programs which nurture

the talents of national employees, enabling them reach
professionalism. We have, for example, the Tomouh
program which supports the national employee who

wishes to get higher education in his field of academic
study. We also have intensive training programs for fresh
employees as well as many other programs.

5- What are SIB’s most prominent
achievements in terms of Emiratisation?
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Sharjah Islamic Bank is fully committed to Emiratisation,

The bank is eager to qualify and develop the national

outstanding efforts in Emiratisation, the bank has received

including Mehnati (a summer internship) for university

which is one of its annual core strategies. In recognition of its
such prestigious awards as the Highest Emiratisation Ratio

Award within the GCC countries in 2006, the Best CEO

in Emiratisation Award for HE Mohammed Abdullah in
2007 and Human Resources Development Award in the

Human Resources category during the 15th National

talents, and has developed programs for this purpose,
students and Bedayati for new national graduates.
Bedayati is an intensive three to six month training
course to qualify and develop national human resources
for careers in the bank.

and Government Sector. In 2014, the bank continues

to focus on supporting Emiratisation in its various

8- What are the main challenges and obstacles
– from your point of view – that is facing
Emiratisation in the banking sector?

departments, divisions and branches and to maintain
the 40% Emiratisation rate, which is the highest in the

There are certainly many challenges facing the banking

banking sector in the UAE. All of these achievements

sector in the UAE, such as the emergence of semi-

government institutions which offer several advantages

Career Exhibition for recruitment in Banking, Financial

reflect the efforts exerted to stimulate national human

resources and benefit from their talents and abilities to

serve the bank’s plans and objectives. We will continue

in this direction to attract the highest number of citizens and

develop their skills and abilities to the highest competitive

levels. In 2014, we will expand our Emiratisation policies
and enhance our strategy to attract, engage and retain
national human resources.

6- How do you communicate with your staff
to achieve their professional requirements
inside the bank?

in comparison with banks, raising the level of competition
in attracting and retaining the national talents.

We

are confident that the banking sector has managed to

implement the Emiratisation policy successfully. However,
there are obstacles such as the common misconception
that working in banking sector requires greater effort in

comparison to other sectors. Some students think that
working in the banking sector is restricted to such jobs
as accounting and marketing, while in fact we have other

departments such as information technology, human
resources and public relations.

strategies. We adopt several procedures such as an annual
questionnaire and take great care to analyze the outcome of

9- Any other additions regarding
Emiratisation policies in banking sector,
in general, and in your bank, in particular.

surveys to take the necessary action for improvement. We
hold brainstorming sessions for various groups of national

The banking sector has achieved a great success in its

employees to identify their views and directions on regular

Emiratisation policy. The rate of Emirati employees has
grown in banks in general, and stood at 50% in Sharjah

The bank is committed to enhancing employee engagement

basis. The management is constantly striving to eliminate

obstacles and planning to develop more strategies that
meet the ambitions of all of our employees.

7- Do you have programs to appoint Emirati
candidates?
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Islamic Bank - the first bank to achieve this rate in the UAE.
The banking sector is the ideal place to help nurture the

skills of aspiring national talents and empower them with
professional development that improves their performance

and approach, making them productive elements of society.
This is what we focus on in Sharjah Islamic Bank.
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Dubai Capital of Islamic
Economy Opening of New
Opportunities

Dr. Sabahuddin Azmi
Faculty - Emirates Institute for
Banking and Financial Studies
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The Islamic banking and finance industry witnessed

tremendous response by the governments and world
leaders during 2013. The two vital landmarks that

gave new impetus to Islamic finance industry during
last year are: (i) Dubai being declared as ëCapital of

Islamic Economyí and (ii) World Islamic Economic
Forum at London. The growing global interest in

Islamic economy and finance shall boost the Islamic

finance industry and open new opportunities for
Islamic capital resulting in increasing demand for

trained and skilled workforce in Islamic banking and
finance sector at local and global level.
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Dubai - Capital of Islamic Economy
In January 2013, His Highness Shaikh Mohammad

Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice-President and Prime
Minister of the UAE and Ruler of Dubai, announced a

group of initiatives to set up a comprehensive platform

of Islamic economy products and services. On

October 5, 2013, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed launched
Dubaiís Islamic Economy Plan that includes seven

key pillars and 46 initiatives to be implemented within
36 months.

The strategic plan for the development of the Islamic
economy sector relies on seven main pillars that

ARTICLE

revolve around making Dubai (i) the global reference

among other projects and businesses. Cameron

and solution provider in halal food sector (iii) the

Islamic finance and interested to promulgate Islamic

and hub for Islamic financing (ii) trusted name

destination of choice for family tourism (iv) the main
world platform for Islamic e-commerce and Islamic

was clear that Britain recognizes the importance of
finance in the Western world.

digital economy (v) the global capital for Islamic

The Scope of Islamic Economy

reference for knowledge, education and research in

Economyí there is a question in the minds of business

design and innovation (vi) the main center and

Since Dubai being declared as ëCapital of Islamic

all pillars of the Islamic economy, and (vii) the most

professionals, bankers and common people as to

reliable center for Islamic economy standards and
certification.

Speaking on the occasion H.H. Sheikh Hamdan bin

Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum said that the aim
is to enhance the position of Dubai as the capital of

the Islamic economy. He added “When HH Sheikh
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum specified the

goals, he wanted an Islamic economy sector with
a global vision and with local human resources to
serve our national economic interests.
Source http://www.wam.ae

what exactly the Islamic economy refers to. In the
context of the current development, it should be clear
that Islamic economy initiative is not another name for

Islamic finance. From business and commerce point

of view, the term Islamic economy includes all those
sectors driven by the Muslim populationís adherence

to faith-based ethical activities that had commercial
impact. In a broader framework, the Islamic economy
that includes besides Islamic finance, core business

activities such as halal food, modest clothing, family
friendly value-based tourism among others is valued

at $8 trillion (Dh29.4 trillion), or 11 per cent of Global

World Islamic Economic Forum_ Incorporating
Islamic Finance into Western Markets

Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and involves around

The 9th World Islamic Economic Forum bearing

A recently published report by Thomson Reuters on

the theme ìChanging World, New Relationshipsî

was held at London during October 29-31, 2013.
Speaking at the Forum British Prime Minister David

Cameron highlighted Britainís plans to boost its role
in accommodating Islamic finance. He stressed

that he wants London to stand alongside Dubai

and Kuala Lumpur as one of the great capitals of
Islamic finance anywhere in the world. ëIslamic

investment is already fundamental to our success, he
added. He also highlighted how Islamic investment

has contributed to Londonís infrastructure and

businessesóacknowledging that Thames Water,
Barclays, Sainsburys, Harrods and the Olympic
Village were all partially financed by Islamic investors,

1.6 billion Muslims world -wide.

the State of Islamic Economy explores the actual
and potential size of various economic sectors driven

by Muslim consumersí adherence to Islamic shariíah
principles. The report identifies the scope of Islamic
economy as follows:

v Islamic Finance: Islamic financial assets are
currently estimated to be $1.35 trillion in total
disclosed

assets

(2012)

covering

commercial

banking, funds, sukuk, takaful and other segments.
The potential universe of Islamic banking assets in
its core markets (assuming optimal scenario) is to be
$4.1 trillion.

v  Food Market: Muslim consumers globally spent

$1,088 billion in food and non-alcoholic beverage
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(F&B) consumption in 2012, which is 16.6% of global
expenditure. This expenditure is expected to grow to

Islamic Economy Initiative: Opening of New
Opportunities

$1,626 billion market by 2018.

v  Clothing & Fashion Market: Muslim consumers

Although Muslim population comprises around

globally spent $224 billion on clothing & footwear

one quarter of the worldís total population, Islamic
finance size is less than one percent of the global

consumption in 2012 which is 10.6% of global

expenditure. This expenditure is expected to grow to
$322 billion by 2018.

v   Travel: Muslim consumers globally spent $137

billion on travel in 2012 (not including Hajj/Umrah)
which is 12.5% of global expenditure.

v  Media & Recreation Market: Muslim consumers
globally spent $151 billion on recreation and cultural

services in 2012 which is 4.6% of global expenditure.
This expenditure is expected to grow to $205 billion
by 2018.
v

Pharmaceutical Market: Muslim consumers

globally spent $70 billion on pharmaceuticals

consumption in 2012 which is 6.6% of global
expenditure. This expenditure is expected to grow to
$97 billion by 2018.

v Cosmetics & Personal Care Market: Muslim

consumers globally spent $26 billion on cosmetics
consumption in 2012 which is 5.7% of global
expenditure. This expenditure is expected to grow to
$39 billion by 2018.

Source: ìState of the Global Islamic Economyî by
Thomson Reuters

financial asset. The Islamic economy initiatives shall
open new door of opportunities for Islamic finance

sectors as Islamic capital is the key anchor to the
synergy among the Islamic economy sectors. The
other sectors of the Islamic economy that shall

seek Islamic capital such as halal food and life style

sectors are set to open up a whole new horizon of
opportunities at local, regional and global levels.

Speaking at Dubai-Capital of Islamic Economy

initiative plan, H.H. Shaikh Mohammad highlighted

that the new initiatives will boost the economic
diversification of Dubai and complement Dubaiís

pioneering approach to Islamic economy, having
established the worldís first Islamic bank in the

1970s. Shaikh Mohammad said that new framework
for promoting Islamic economy will further strengthen

the open and integrated approach of Dubai in doing

business. It is expected to lend further momentum
to Dubaiís well-diversified economy, which is on

an ambitious growth path fuelled by the robust

performance of its core sectors including trade,
retail, tourism, aviation, hospitality, financial services
and logistics in 2012.

ìOur cosmopolitan outlook to doing business

continues to be our economyís driving force.
Adopting a modern and scientific framework for
Islamic economies world-wide, here in Dubai, meets

the demand from local, regional and international
investors for a central hub to invest, grow and do
business.î

H.E. Essa Kazim Secretary General of the Islamic
Economy Higher Committee said; the Islamic

economy strategy capitalizes on the vast opportunities
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available in the Islamic economy, particularly in the
financial sector and the real economy sector.
Source http://www.wam.ae

Islamic Economy
opportunities

Initiative-

Employment

The banking sector facilitates employment creation

through its financing activities. On average, one job

Islamic Economy Initiative and UAE Islamic
Banking Sector

in the financial sector indirectly supports 2-3 jobs in

Islamic economy initiatives and strategies shall

4th most important sector amongst 16 sectors of the

greatly boost the existing UAE Islamic finance

sector. The Islamic finance sector has excess
capital looking for productive investments while the

other sectors of the Islamic economy shall require
Islamic capital. Seven of UAEís 51 banks with more
than 281 branches are Shariíah-compliant units,
with their total assets exceeding Dh200 billion at

the end of 2012. Full-fledged Islamic banks along
with Islamic banking windows of conventional

other sectors. The financial services sector is the
economy for the employment of Emirati nationals
after government, education, and transportation/

communication sectors. By the end of 2010 the
average rate of Emiratisation in the banking sector

was around 35.4 per cent. The financial sector was

the 3rd biggest employer of Emirati women after
government and education sectors.
Source http://www.uaebf.ae).

banks manage approximately 23 % of the countryís

The

about Islamic business sectors, the demand for

and insurance sectors but also in the core business

banking operations. With the increasing awareness

Islamic modes of financing shall increase as Islamic
economy initiates Islamic capital. Today there is very

small connectivity between identified core Islamic

economy sectors and Islamic capital. Synchronizing

Islamic business sectors with Islamic capital shall

Islamic

economy

initiative

shall

open

employment opportunities not only in Islamic banking
sectors such as halal production, hospitality, tourism,

media, distribution & marketing, standardization/
regulation/

compliance,

education

&

training

services, and legal/other professional services.

open business opportunities for Islamic banks.
Investment needs of such business sectors as halal

Islamic Economy Initiative- Human Capital
Formation

food, pharmaceutical, travel and others can easily
absorb the excess supply of capital within the Islamic

With the opening of new opportunities and economic

finance sector.

sectors, the existing local Islamic finance industry
and emerging Islamic economy sectors shall require
qualified, skilled labor force through proper education

and professional training. One of the initiatives

identified in the Dubai Islamic Economy plan is to
develop Dubai as the main center and reference for

knowledge, education, and research in all pillars of

the Islamic economy. At present the Islamic finance
education in the UAE is offered through established

accredited institutions and training houses. Many

major universities and colleges offer Islamic banking
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is to contribute to the human

capital development in Islamic
Banking and Finance through
the

provision

of

quality

education, training, research
and community service.

TheEmirates Institute for
Banking
and
Financial
Studies (EIBFS)
is the pioneer and leading

institution in the UAE that imparts
Islamic banking and finance
education at two different levels

i.e. academic and training. At
academic level EIBFS offers

the Islamic Banking Diploma
Program (IBD) since 2003 to
disseminate
information

courses at undergraduate and post graduate
levels that are accredited by the UAE Ministry

of Higher Education and Scientific Research. A
number of training institutions offer short duration

training programs in the areas of Islamic finance.
Many Islamic banks arrange specialized in-house

training programs for their staff. Soon after the

knowledge
about

and

Islamic

banking and finance and produce qualified personnel

with expertise and skills in Islamic banking products
and operations who can meet the requirements of this
fast growing industry. The two year diploma program

is first of its kind in the region and accredited by the
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
(MOHESR).

announcement of Islamic Economy initiative the

At training level EIBFS offers full range of training

established in 2013.

and finance, in-house training programs for banks

Dubai Center for Islamic Banking and Finance was

The Centre represents a major advance in serving

training, education, research and professional

development needs of the Islamic Banking and

Finance industry and the ambition of Dubai to
become a hub for Islamic Economy. The mission of
the Dubai Center for Islamic Banking and Finance
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programs covering different areas of Islamic banking

and specialized programs for fresh UAE graduates at
its three campuses in Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah.

EIBFS is also launching soon a certification program

in Islamic banking in collaboration with a leading

Malaysian Institute. Such initiatives shall hopefully
support in preparing human resources for emerging
Islamic economy sectors in future.
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in UAE

Dr. Farzana Firdousi
Academic Coordinator /
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UAE is one of the fastest growing region in the Middle

and Islamic banks. All the banks in the UAE operate

industry has evolved into one of the main pillars of

account management, branch banking, treasury group

East in the Banking and Financial Sector. The banking

the economic growth in the country . Development of
a healthy economy is closely related to the reliability

of its banking system which is witnessed by the
stability in foreign investments, trade and growth in the
construction, Industrial ,manufacturing and financial

sector in the UAE. The UAE has a rapidly growing
retail banking sector due to the countryís increasing

through five segments that include consumer banking,

and operating support units. The banks provides

comprehensive range of financial products and services
including deposit products, insurance products, credit

and loan facilities, international banking services,
treasury products,

investment services and cash

management services.

expatriate population and flexible business policies.

United

in low cost distribution channels such as internet

sector analysts, business investors, trade associations

Local and foreign banks have made huge investments

banking and ATM networks spread extensively all
over the country. Analysis of these banks, particularly

the domestic banks, reveals a high growth rate in the

banking sector , a healthy spread over the deposit rate

Arab

Emirates

Commercial

Banking

Report provides industry professionals and strategists,
and regulatory bodies with independent forecasts and
competitive intelligence on the commercial banking
industry in United Arab Emirates.

and profits.

As per the Central Bank’s Statistical reports released

The Banking Industry in the UAE comprises of both

in the UAE are 29. Their Branches are 113 in number

National and International banks , well equipped to

cater to the financial needs of local and the expatriate
population. The money is deposited in Local currency

i.e. UAE dirham and some other foreign currencies .
The UAE Central Bank governs and licenses financial
institutions in the UAE and plays an active role in framing

the policies for the banking sector. Large number of
Representative offices of International Banks also
constitute towards the investment sector.

The main category of Banks include - merchant or
investment banks, industrial banks, commercial banks
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on the 31 -12- 2012 the total number of Foreign banks

and 53 electronic services offices distributed all over
the country . The number of branches of International

banks in Dubai is 47 , Abu Dhabi has 29 ,Sharjah
has 15 branches , Ras Al Khaima has 6 branches ,
Ajman has 2 branches , Fujairah 3 branches and Al
Ain has 11 branches . As the Statistics Indicate Dubai

has the maximum number of Branches with Abu Dhabi
following as the next Emirates with large number of
branches of International Bank branches.

In the list of International Banks Standard Chartered

Bank the leading with the total number of branches

ARTICLE

branch offices , Dubai topping
with 329 branches ,Sharjah 120

branches, Ras al-Khaimah 34
branches , Ajman 27 branches
, UAQ 11 branches, Fujairah

29 branches and Al Ain with 69
branches .

In the list of Local Banks
Emirates NBD is the
in the

largest

banking and financial

services group as measured

by asset base, number of
customers, branch network and
profitability. It provides personal
and

commercial

banking,

wealth management services,
corporate

and

banking

investment

and

transaction

processing services. Emrates
NBD

tops the list with

119

branches spread all over UAE

, National Bank of Abu Dhabi
with 85 branches , Abu Dhabi
Islamic

Bank

79

branches

and Mashreq Bank with
branches.

66

When compared to the previous

year 2011 the number of national
banks remained 23 by the end

of 2012, with their branches

adding upto 24 followed Standard Chartered Bank

rising to 828 in 2012, compared to 791 branches in

The Local Banks form the main backbone of the

from 27 to 29 with branch offices increasing from 111

followed by HSBC and Citi Bank.

Banking Industry in the UAE , there are 23

Local

UAE Banks in all with a total of 828 Branches and 117

2011. Meanwhile, Number of foreign banks increased
to 113 by the end of 2012.

E-banking service Units and Pay Offics spread all over

The Islamic Banking Sector in the country is one of the

over the seven Emirates with Abu Dhabi having 209

the Muslim customers are preferring to move to Islamic

the country. Their Branch Offices

are distributed all

main competitor for the conventional Banks . Majority of
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banking causing most of the local and International

with online billing and payments, elaborate website

products and services in order to cater to the needs of

across continent and time zones.

Banks to open up Islamic banking sections for popular

this sector of the population. Islamic banking branches

with product information and real-time teleconferencing

are developing new innovative products and services at

Information technology has profoundly changed how

in the country.

popular in the UAE until recent years . Initially only the

an increasing rate to compete with other Islamic banks

The banks in the region are always offering better
and better products and are improving their services

in order to keep ahead of the competition from other

banks. Competition especially with new product has
indeed become more intense and it had practically
come to a point where commercial banks continuously

come up with something unique to sustain their
increasingly sophisticated customerís need or lose
them. Continuous upgrading of products and services
continues as completion increases.

Evolution and recent developments in information and
communication technology has

also revolutionized

the style of operations in the banking sector . The
emergence of the World Wide Web ,mobile phones,

electronic devices and open network systems is the

driving strength behind this transition of banking system
from traditional towards electronic platforms.

The use of IT has facilitated more ICT products in use in
the banking industry which includes Automated Teller

Machines, use of Smart Cards, Telephone Banking,
Electronic Funds Transfer, MICR, Electronic Data
Interchange, Electronic Banking.

Consequently manual and traditional forms of doing

business are suddenly becoming outdated for the

sophisticated technology that is based on automation
and interconnection of computers and other electronic
devices is dominating the Banking and financial
Industry. For instance, ledger books, paper invoice,

printed materials and business trips are being replaced
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banking is done all over the world. It was not very

International Banks provided fully fledged Electronic

banking services but was soon this practice was followed

by the Local banks which was necessary if they had
to compete with the services provided by International

Banks. The volume and speed of banking transaction

has improved tremendously as a result of growth in
information technology which has created business
opportunities for banks across borders. The positive

impact of information communication technology ICT
in the UAE, especially improved the services for its
local and expatriate population.

The banking industry in UAE

has witnessed

tremendous changes linked with the developments in
Information communication technology (ICT) over the

years. Information technology gave birth to electronic
banking; this presents benefits such as convenience
of

banking, anytime banking and flexible banking

hours to customers to avail the services as per their
convenience, thus eliminating the time constraints

.These benefits provide comfort, convenience and
ease of use for banking transactions.

UAE banking industry is profitable and well guided by
the Central Bank of UAE. The banking sector of the

UAE is going to play a major role in further progress

of UAE economy towards new profitable ventures and
growth in business and trade.

Forecasts state that retail banking will drive growth in
the industry by 10 percent over a five-year period, with

the positive and the amicable culture of UAE, financial
growth would have no boundaries.
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Experts and policymakers meet to share
knowledge, experiences and best practices

IRENA’s Director General Adnan Z. Amin, speaking at IRENA’s Renewable Energy Jobs Conference,
highlighted the socio-economic benefits of renewable energy.

The first conference ever on the theme of global

report, Renewable Energy and Jobs, that was launched

IRENA Renewable Energy Jobs Conference was

UAE capital’s World Future Energy Summit and as part

employment in the renewable energy sector, the
held in Abu Dhabi yesterday. The event, hosted by

the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA),
brought together an international audience of experts,
practitioners, academics and other stakeholders to
discuss all aspects of job creation in the sector. At the

centre of discussions were the findings of IRENA’s new
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yesterday. The conference took place alongside the
of Abu Dhabi’s Sustainability Week 2014.

“In a world recovering from an economic crisis and

stressed by high unemployment rates, the number of
jobs that can be created through renewable energy
development is an important consideration for policy-

makers,” Adnan Z. Amin, Director-General of IRENA,

BANKING OF FINANCE NEWS

conference on this subject,”
Rabia

Ferroukhi,

Senior

Programme Officer at IRENA
and lead author of Renewable

Energy and Jobs, said. “We

hope that the insights and
recommendations outlined at
today’s conference will inform

the future policy design to
support further job creation

and maximise benefits from
the transition towards a more
sustainable energy system.”
About IRENA:

The International Renewable

Energy Agency (IRENA) is

mandated as the global hub for
renewable energy cooperation

and information exchange by

124 Members (123 States and
the European Union). Over 40

said. “It is critical that we unleash the full potential

additional countries are in the accession process and

green energy economy. This will be the next pillar of

is the first global intergovernmental organisation to be

of human capacity to meet the challenge of the

actively engaged. Formally established in 2011, IRENA

sustainable growth.”

headquartered in the Middle East.

A series of five sessions gathered over 200 participants

IRENA supports countries in their transition to a

dynamics; the policy environment that can maximise

platform for international cooperation, a centre of

policies required; and local development benefits,

resource and financial knowledge on renewable

from all over the world to discuss global employment

sustainable energy future, and serves as the principal

the potential for job creation; education and training

excellence, and a repository of policy, technology,

including the empowerment of women.

energy.

“5.7 million people are now employed in the renewable

including bioenergy, geothermal, hydropower, ocean,

conversation on the positive socio-economic impact of

development, energy access, energy security and low-

IRENA promotes the widespread adoption

and sustainable use of all forms of renewable energy,

energy sector worldwide, and in light of the growing

solar and wind energy in the pursuit of sustainable

renewables, it is the right time to convene the first-ever

carbon economic growth and prosperity.
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